During the 2016/2017 reporting period, Istituto Europeo “Pegaso Onlus” undertook a number of activities that underscore its commitment to UNAI and its principles. The following examples stand out as particularly noteworthy:

The core of the Istituto Europeo “Pegaso Onlus” is made up of people matured in a specific field of communication, but able to contaminate their know-how with similar environments: the technicians work alongside the creatives and the creatives have widespread technical skills. All this means that the value chain never fails: the style, continuity and quality of the final product are guaranteed by the organizational structure itself.

In the past year, Istituto Europeo “Pegaso Onlus” has realize also a Video Presentation of the ten UNAI Principles.

- To watch the first video presentation, please click here.
- The second one is available here.

The last international Meeting was Giubilay of Education. To know more about the Education Jubilee, please watch the video available here.

Link: http://www.istitutopegaso.it/